@PaulRoyster

Repository manager & literary publisher
digitalcommons.unl.edu

Joined July 2012
Born on January 1, 1953
87 Photos and videos

You Retweeted
John Mark Ockerbloom @JMarkOckerbloom - 7h
New website from legal experts at various libraries argues "controlled digital lending" (unlicensed but DRM-limited lending of digital copies of escrowed copyrighted print books they own) is generally legal: controlleddigitallending.org

Show this thread

Paul Royster @PaulRoyster - 18h
True that

Planned Parenthood Action @PPact
@SenSasse you have a responsibility. It is unacceptable that Brett Kavanaugh's nomination has gone this far.

The sexual assault allegations against him further disqualify him from...
If you're a camper heading out for a trip, do nature a favor — don't move firewood long distances! It can potentially transport invasive species. Instead, buy it where you'll burn it or gather on site where permitted.

The forests, and your great-great-grandkids, will thank you!

BUY IT WHERE YOU BURN IT.
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Tweet to Kevin Smith
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Photos and videos
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Kevin Smith @ksmith4906 - 21 Oct 2016
Publishing Art History Digitally: Last week, I attended a symposium on “Publishing Art History Digitally: The...

Kevin Smith @ksmith4906 - 11 Oct 2016
At the edges of academic copyright. Anytime that academic authors sue each other over a journal article, it...
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KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate’s committee.

Jeff Flake
Jeff Flake says he’ll vote to confirm Kavanaugh

KavanaughVote
President Trump approves FBI probe into SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh

DelayTheVote
Alternative NCAA: Sarah Kendzior, and 1 more are Tweeting about this
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J/D/MLS Info & personal opinions on
copyright, culture etc simns.com
/libmn.edu/about/staff/nan
Joined July 2009

Tweet to Nancy Sims

91 followers you know

1,237 photos and videos.
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Nancy Sims @CopyrightLibn - 8 Feb 2017
Pin to read that I remain abjectly disgusted by federal (and in many cases, state-level) US politics for the foreseeable future.

Nancy Sims @CopyrightLibn - 7h
I wonder how many family members of “promising” young man who died in horrible fraternity drinking situations actually get that it is almost the exact same thing.

Nancy Sims Retweeted
Celeste P @Celeste_pawler - 21h
New thread of scripts for Judiciary Senators. #SCOTUS #Kavanaugh

1. Chairman Grassley. His achilles heel seems to be accusations of being unethical. Get him on that; Remember: only he can pull the vote.

DC: 202-224-3744

Link to regional offices here: grassley.senate.gov/explore/region...
We're the Electronic Frontier Foundation. We defend your civil liberties in a digital world.

San Francisco, CA
eff.org
Joined August 2006

EFF
@EFF

Privacy badger has been updated to block "link tracking" that happens even in private conversations in Google Hangouts and Google Docs. If you aren't using it yet, start today!

Privacy Badger Now Fights More Sneaky Google Tracking
With its latest update, Privacy Badger now fights "link tracking" in a number of Google products. Link tracking allows a company to follow you wherever.
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#KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee.
IRs, IR Managers, & Schol Comm Librarians
How many women does it take for people to believe them over one man? Why is it that when 5 women come forward with sexual assault allegations, our politicians dismiss and embarrass them and continue to push this man forward? #KavanaughHearings
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KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee
1. Libraries should cooperate with all persons and groups concerned with resisting abridgment of free expression and free access to ideas. (Library Bill of Rights, Article IV)

2. Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances. (US Constitution First Amendment)

3. A person's right to use a library should not be denied or abridged because of origin, age, background, or views. (Library Bill of Rights, Article V)
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@librarian  Follows you

Librarian by trade. Awesome by nature. All Tweets are my own and do not represent the opinion of my employer.

Midwest-Great Plains-ish
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Heather B @librarian  - Sep 26
Travel arrangements made for #on18! and I got the cheapest fare I've ever had. @SouthwestAir said That means more funds to go towards #miamon19!

1 3

Heather B @librarian  - Aug 31
Oh, hey. That's my library!

Aman @akaur0  - Aug 31
@UNMCLibrary has a Reflection Room for quiet relaxation. You can do yoga, enjoy the massage chair, meditate, etc. Super unique #library space to promote wellness! #medlibs
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#KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee

Jeff Flake
Jeff Flake says he'll vote to confirm Kavanaugh

#KavanaughVote
President Trump approves FBI probe into SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh
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Wright State University Libraries' Digital initiatives & Repository Services
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Dayton, Ohio
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CORE Scholar @wsudigiserv · Sep 25
Got it free through Google? Probably not.
Got it free through Google? Probably not. Are you able to download the full-text of scholarly journal articles in Google Scholar for free? If so, chances are that article was paid for by the Wright State University libraries.wright.edu

CORE Scholar @wsudigiserv · Sep 10
Check out the new issue of the journal Best Integrated Writing: The Journal of Excellence in Integrated Writing Courses at Wright State University bit.ly/2N9ysdW @wsuscola @WrightStateENG

CORE Scholar @wsudigiserv · Aug 31
Congrats to Professor Vadeboncoeur on being awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to conduct research on New Zealand rivers! See Professor Vadeboncoeur’s work and more by visiting #COREscholar corescholar.libraries.wright.edu/biology

Wright State biologist Yvonne Vadeboncoeur awar...
Yvonne Vadeboncoeur, professor of biological sciences at Wright State, travels throughout the world to study lakes and rivers. Next year, she will conduct research... webapp2.wright.edu
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Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committees

#JeffFlake
Jeff Flake says he'll vote to confirm Kavanaugh

#KavanaughVote
President Trump approves FBI probe into SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh

#DelayTheVote
Alternative Nicole, Sarah Kendzior, and 1 more are Tweeting about this
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Repository librarian in a medical library, mom, music lover, amateur runner, Red Sox fan
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Lisa Palmer @lpalmer14 3h
The UMMS Lamar Soutter Library FY18 annual report is now archived in our eScholarship@UMMS institutional repository! ow.ly/7Xx30m1BD

Lamar Soutter Library
Annual Report Fiscal Year 2018
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#KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee

#KavanaughVote
President Trump approves FB probe into SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh

Jeff Flake
Jeff Flake says he voted to confirm Kavanaugh
Deborah Ludwig Retweeted
Tiger Media Network @TigerMediaNet · Aug 24
Congratulations to @FHSULibrary on their $50,000 grant presented by @RogerMarshallND. If you're interested in learning what Forsyth is planning with this grant, head over and talk with Claire Nickerson in Forsyth Library.

Laura Kelly @SenatorKelly · Aug 7
Together, we earned this victory and should celebrate this moment. This is our moment to come together as Kansans and unite around something bigger than party. Bigger than ideology. Bigger than ourselves. A vision for Kansas that puts our children first. #Leg #Kgov
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#KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee.

#KavanaughVote
President Trump approves FB probe into SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh.

Jeff Flake
Jeff Flake says he's told to confirm Kavanaugh.
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Amy Badertscher Retweeted
Elizabeth Warren @elizabethforma - Sep 30

US Senate candidate, MA
Brett Kavanaugh was allowed to be angry. Dr. Ford wasn’t. Women grow up hearing that being angry makes us unattractive. Well, today, I’m angry — and I own it. I plan to use that anger to take back the House, take back the Senate, & put Democrats in charge. Are you with me?
Some exciting news to share... Melon Foundation Awards $750K Grant To Support Collections As Data
via Library.unlv.edu/newsblog/2018/...
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#KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committees.
Women Have Won More Primaries Than Ever Before. Will They Set a Record in November? #resist indivisible #embracehope #Vote

The graphic with this story makes a striking statement. 'Women Have Won More Primaries Than Ever Before, Will They Set a Record in November? #resist indivisible #embracehope #Vote'

1978 1998 2018
Matt Ruen
@winterking07  Follows you

Library, #openaccess advocate, storyteller, player of games, progressive, knowledge-seeker. Opinions are my own, not my employer's.

Grand Rapids, MI
Joined April 2011

Matt Ruen
@winterking07

Ondatra [Schollius] @lbskrat @mastodont.social @LbsKrat - 3h
Tangent:

Funny how high APCs are almost always "immoral" but high subscription charges (and all the other sleaze associated with Big Deal) almost never are.

Gosh, you'd almost think direct impact on authors had something to do with it.

Germana Barata @germanabarata
@csugimoto calls the high cost of APC (article processing charge) immoral. "We should ask ourselves why the APC are so different among journals?" From US$5,000 at Nature Communications and Call to US$500 at SciELO (actual...)

Matthew Yglesias @matthewglesias - 19h
Despite all that, Trump is only the second-worst president of the 21st century.

Josh Dawsey @jdawsey1
George W. Bush has called several moderate Republican senators and Manchin to whip votes for Kavanaugh, per people briefed. Trump, who doesn't like Bush, has far less sway with the key voters. washingtonpost.com/politics...
Not Digital Commons, but worth following
The image shows a Twitter profile page. The name at the top is David Scherer (@davidscherer, follows you). The profile is associated with Open Access and CMU Libraries. Below the name, there is a brief bio that reads: "Scholarly Communication, Research Communication, and stuff @ CMU, #OpenAccess, #Lib4RI. Tweets and views are mine."

The profile includes statistics for tweets (2,237), following (1,035), followers (605), and likes (926). There is also a list section with 4 lists.

The twitter feed is visible with several tweets from David Scherer and other users, along with mentions and replies. One tweet mentions a University Libraries Seminar and another tweet from Lib4RI regarding Elsevier sending out take down notices to ResearchGate again and informing the authors about the coalition of responsible sharing.

The bottom part of the image contains trending topics, including #KavanaughHearings and related content about Brett Kavanaugh's response to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee.

The image does not contain any natural text representation.
Wishes, house high hay.

Bozeman, MT
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As always, in it for the cookies and a conversation with a phlebotomist @RedCross
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Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the Cyber Domain: Protecting USA's Advanced Air Assets
Ada Emmett
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All things Open Access! Head of Scholarly Communication & Copyright (CSC&BC), University of Kansas. KU Lib OA, tango, chocolate and permaculture.
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Tweets
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Following
350
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Likes
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Tweets

Ada Emmett @adaemmett • Sep 5

@sgaggiolpo. Liberation through Cooperation. (Another reason to step out of my sabbatical to share this!) bit.ly/2LTsqO6 A must read. @JoshBolick @KULibDean @marekdk @ATP_book @bros Thank you Dave Gharnandi!

ScholarLed @ScholarLed

Library publishing is a social and economic justice project. It is also an emancipatory project to free ourselves from the cruelty of neoliberalism. Dave Gharnandi (@sgaggiolpo) you are one of @ScholarLed's librarian HEROES. READ THIS STAT! bit.ly/2LTsqO6 #openaccess
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London
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Torsten Reimer @torstenreimer 12h Looking forward to stimulating discussions at the @SCONUL strategy groups discussion days today.

Torsten Reimer @torstenreimer 26 September Vacancy: Discovery Services Specialist @BritishLibrary. Based in London or Yorkshire, you will be defining and building the next generation of search for our vast collection and beyond. Permanent role, closing 14th October. bit.ly/2NFGvU4

Torsten Reimer @torstenreimer 26 September Falls sich jemand bei den #oa18 hier #openaccess discovery interessiert, wir haben einen passenden Job! Discovery Services Specialist @BritishLibrary. Unbefristet. Yorkshire oder London bit.ly/2NFGvU4
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Head of Research Support and Digital Libraries at @UniversityLeeds open access, research data, and online learning #IRF Outreach Co-Chair, just me

W Yorks, UK.

 goto.org/0000-0002-6969...

Joined February 2010

5,832 Tweets 1,998 Following 1,183 Followers 7,798 Likes 2 Lists 0 Following
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Claire Knowles Retweeted

Stephen Brooks @stephenmbrooks · 11h
Rashmi Singhat: Ultimate aim to cross-off the ‘Digital’ in ‘Digital Humanities’ as these skills and methodologies become an accepted and standard part of research. A theme in many recent presentations/conversations. Common sense, but needs repeating.

Retweeted by Claire Knowles

#WOMENSART @womenart1 · 14h
Cal Lane, Canadian trained welder and artist, transforms common and industrial steel products into intricate sculptures #womenart
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KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee

Jeff Flake
Jeff Flake says he'll vote to confirm Kavanaugh

KavanaughVote
President Trump approves FBI probe into SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh

DelayTheVote
Alternate NDAA, Sarah Kendzior, and 1 more are tweeting about this

### Tweets

**Jen Waller @jenniferwaller - 10h**
Except that I still need to work on Monday and probably Tuesday, I just won’t need to go into the office. But beginning Wednesday, I’m fully off the grid.

Show this thread

**Jen Waller @jenniferwaller - 10h**
I’m taking a short vacation beginning at 5pm today, and it could not be more necessary. I’m spent and in serious need of down time.

Show this thread

---

**OU Libraries @OU_Libraries - Sep 27**
OPEN EDUCATION IN ACTION! This story is not about OU student savings, as valuable as it is. This story is about OU research supporting education beyond our doors! libraries.ou.edu/content/open-e... @OUOpenEd

---

![Chemical formula image](image-url)
A magic spell?

@commons.org/member/wmcross...
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Pinned Tweet

Will Cross @cicles_husi - Aug 24

So excited to work with @trin_main colleagues at @DukeLibraries, @UNCLibrary, and @ShepardLibrary to develop a three-day CopyrightInstitute for Librarians, with support from @US_ILSI/mls.gov/grants/awarded...

3 Retweet 3 Like 32 Reply

Ondatra Schofield, @libskrat on mastodon.social /@LibSkrat - 3h

Tangent:

Funny how high APCs are almost always “immoral” but high subscription charges (and all the other sleaze associated with Big Deals) almost never are.

Gosh, you’d almost think direct impact on authors had something to do with it.

Germana Barata @germanabarata

@aguinuco calls the high cost of APC (article processing charge) immoral. “We should ask ourselves why the APC are so different among journals? From US$5,000 at Nature Communications and Cell to US$500 at SciELO (actuall...
Hi everyone! Now that the book has a publication date I’m getting our twitter account really going. Follow @twlr4lbs for news on innovative library, archive, & museum promotions, tests implementation, and also professional development opportunities! @innamorilevella

I see in my excitement at finding the kindle cover template in canva I accidentally gave the book a different title tho. #oops

My computer is refusing to cooperate so making fake book covers on Canva seemed a reasonable way to pass some time at work.
Just reminder that Kavanaugh worked very closely with GWB as White House counsel and the staff secretary when Bush admin was engaged in torture, secret detention and forced disappearance of detainees in violation of U.S. and int'l law. We never had proper torture investigation.

George W. Bush called undecided senators to sway them to vote for Kavanaugh: report.hill.cm/AvuTXN3
digital scholarship librarian, curious abt dh (digital humanities), bibliography, public goods, metadata, & vegetation options. (views expressed are my own)

texas

library.tamu.edu/directory/people

Joined September 2011
bepress people et al.
bepress
@bepress
Follows you
Provider of Digital Commons, a hosted institutional repository service used by 400+ universities, colleges, law schools, & research institutes.

bepress.com
Joined March 2010

Tweets
bepress @bepress - Sep 27
bepress and @SSRN greenlight further collaboration between the platforms. For more information, see the full announcement:

Greenlight for further collaboration between bepress and @SSRN are pleased to announce that, following the successful completion of a pilot with Columbia University Law School and the University of...

bepress.com

bepress @bepress - Sep 25
Congratulations to Alex Rolfe of George Fox University @gglibraries for his outstanding work! We’re thrilled to announce that Alex is the second of our 2018 IR All-Stars – read all about the library’s success supporting GFU’s mission

2018 IR All-Star: Alex Rolfe, George Fox University
We are very pleased to announce that the second of our four IR All-Stars for 2018 is Alex Rolfe, Technical Services and Scholarly Communications Librarian at G...
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Promita Chatterji
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Anirvan Chatterjee @anirvan Sep 1

Urban walking isn't just good for the soul. It could save humanity.

Urban walking isn't just good for the soul. It could save humanity ...
Understanding how cities are put together is vital, given more than half of us live in them, says John Elledge, editor of CityMetric:
theguardian.com

The Guardian Opinions
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Morgan Ziontz (@MorganZiont) - Follows you

Tweets 83  Following 46  Followers 27  Likes 39

Morgan Ziontz (@MorganZiont) - 28 Jul 2015
I had so much fun calling these folks to give them the good news! Congrats again, 2015 All-Star!

bepress (@bepress)
Congratulations to the 2015 IR All-Stars and the whole DC Community for outstanding work! Read more: bit.ly/1E0pPh

bepress (@bepress) - 23 Jul 2015
Congrats to our new IR All-Star Janelle Wertzberger, @gettysburg College! Read about her contributions

Community News - bepress
Read our blog for the latest news on Digital Commons and the Expert Gallery Suite—from product developments to creative ways the bepress community... bepress.com

Morgan Ziontz (@MorganZiont) - 21 Jul 2015
Congratulations to Dave Scherer @PurdueLibraries for becoming an IR All-Star! Read all about it in our blog
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Jeff Flake
Jeff Flake says he’ll vote to confirm Kavanaugh

#KavanaughVote
President Trump approves FBI probe into SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh

#DelayTheVote
Alternative News, Sarah Kendzior, and 1 more are Talking about this
@jami_lrl alum, helping libraries build institutional repositories. @bepress. Cubewelder/cardigan atfondado/IOA Polyanna. Any opinions belong to yours truly.

Joined June 2012

Jami Wardlow @jami_lrl • 14 Jun 2017
Same TBH 'Oh! How I Hate To Get Up In The Morning' by Irving Berlin

Oh! How I Hate To Get Up In The Morning
By Irving Berlin. Published on 01/01/10
digitalcommons.conncoll.edu

Jami Wardlow @jami_lrl • 17 Feb 2016
Low Expectations Distributed: Yet Another Institutional Repository Collection Development Workflow aocrals.org/techconnect/post...

Jami Wardlow @jami_lrl • 9 Dec 2015
From UC Office of Scholarly Communication: "A social networking site is not an open access repository"
olivier dumon
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Chief Product Officer at Bleuler. Interested in learning and sharing solutions that help researchers. My opinions.

Amsterdam
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mrgunn

PhD biomed to @mandley.com to Director of #scholcomm at @ElsevierConnect, into #openScience #altmetrics & reproducibility. My own perspective.

San Francisco Bay Area
 synthesis.williamgunn.org/about/
 Joined June 2008
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mrgunn Retweeted

Alex Stamos @alexstamos - 14h

I missed this great Po post a couple of days ago.

I'll add the context the Google team can't: Apple's app store rule 2.5.6 means that Chrome on iOS is required to use Apple's WebKit instead of the more secure Blink.

This anti-competitive rule makes Apple's users less safe.

Ben Hawkes @benhawkes

Project Zero blog: "365 Days Later: Finding and Exploiting Safari Bugs using Publicly Available Tools" by @s0f4r - googleprojectzero.blogspot.com/2018/10/365-da...

Stephen Turner @steph - 1h

Command-line Tools can be 235x Faster than your Hadoop Cluster - Adam Drake adamdrake.com/command-line-t...

(2014)
General Schol Comm, Administrators, Deans, etc.
Scoop of the other Facebook news today: U.S. investigators failed in a recent courtroom effort to force Facebook to wiretap voice calls over its Messenger app in a closely watched test case, according to two people briefed on the sealed filing.

Exclusive: In test case, U.S. fails to force Facebook to wiretap...
U.S. investigators failed in a recent courtroom effort to force Facebook to wiretap voice calls over its Messenger app in a closely watched test case... reuters.com
 serendipity

Chris Bourg
@mchris4duke Follows you
Director of Libraries at MIT. Queer, butch, lesbian, feminist. Working on my terms. Freedom is indivisible. AF. Tweets & opinions my own. Cambridge MA
chrisbourg.wordpress.com
Joined March 2008
Born on January 11

Tweets
64.8K
Following
6,591
Followers
11.6K
Likes
39.1K
Lists
8

Who to follow
Refresh View all
Cecily W. 🇨🇦 @skoolcall @mchris4duke
Follow
Safiya Umoja Noble PhD 🇺🇸 @SafiyaNoble @mchris4duke
Follow
Andremeda Yelton @ThatBlackGirl @mchris4duke
Follow

Trends for you Change
KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committee

Chris Bourg @mchris4duke - 20 Feb 2017
"The danger lies in ranking the oppressions. The danger lies in failing to acknowledge the specificity of the oppression."
Cherie L. Moraga

Chris Bourg @mchris4duke - 2h
Be original brush

Chris Bourg @mchris4duke - 2h
Rando who thinks "feminism is cancer" jumps into women's TL to insult her appearance. I mean it's like they aren't even tryin anymore.

Show this thread
Erin McKiernan
@emckiernan13
Researcher in #biophysics #physiology #neuroscience, Prof @UNAM_MX, Founder of @whyopenresearch, #openaccess #opensource advocate. Opinions mine, all mine.

Imagining the "open" university: Sharing scholar...
This Perspective article argues that universities should take action to support open scholarship that benefits society and to return to their core missions of knowledge...
journals.plos.org
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  - Jon Tennant @Proto... Follow
  - Rias Mounce @rmounce Follow
  - Center For Open Science ... Follow
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- Change
  - Rams
    - T116C Tweets
  - #KavanaughHearings
    - Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations before Senate committees
OpenAccessHulk

Tweets 1,141
Following 1,535
Followers 1,632
Likes 64

Tweets

@OpenAccessHulk @OpenAccessHulk - Aug 30
FIRST OA, THEN NET NEUTRALITY?
OA HULK WANT MOVE TO CALIFORNIA.

@OpenAccessHulk Retweeted
Jill Cirasella @jilzilla - Aug 24
Replies to @OpenAccessHulk
I'll be here all week.

OpenAccessHulk @OpenAccessHulk - Aug 24
NOT BAD CONSOLATION PRIZE. OA HULK SUPPOSE.
(ALSO, WOW, 37)

Jill Cirasella @jilzilla
Replies to @OpenAccessHulk
Not sure, but if we declare it a research article (it's certainly a scholarly inquiry of some kind... that means YOU CAN HAZ ERDOS NUMBER NAOI. Mine is 3, so yours is 4! Much easier number to remember than ORCID, but alas not uniquely identifying.)
Jennifer Howard
@jennifHoward Follows you
Writer, journalist, editor, gaberbeut, Book- and nature lover, @washingtonpost & @chronicle alum. Contributing writer, @Esquire. Current obsession: clutter.
Jennifer Howard
@jennifHoward
Follows you
Writer, journalist, editor, gabbeaut, Book- and nature lover, @washingtonpost & @chronicle alum. Contributing writer, @Esquire. Current obsession: clutter.
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Jennifer Howard Retweeted
Anne Serling @AnneSerling - 6h
Because The Twilight Zone has been invoked in the Kavanaugh hearings. I’ll offer this: my father believed in decency, integrity and justice. Had he written this, I assure you—there would indeed be a further FBI investigation along with some cosmic justice.
Björn Brembs
@brembs

Professional student of Neurogenetics
#neurobiology #neuroscience
#OpenScience bjorn.brembs.net
lab.brembs.net

Regensburg
brembs.net

Joined June 2009
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Pinned Tweet:

For the record: since I got tenure in 2012, my non-tenured co-authors decide where we submit our manuscripts.

Retweeted:

Kai Biemann @kaiibernann - 16h

In Parliament soll mit Worton gestritten werden, nicht mit Fausten. Doch durch den Einzug der AFD scheint sich das gerade zu ändern.
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Jon Tennant @Protohe...
Follow

Chris Chambers @chris...
Follow

Ross Mounce @mounce
Follow
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Rams
1156 Tweets

KavanaughHearings
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh responds to sexual assault allegations in Senate committee hearings.
Today in bizarre emails received and what is going on with science publishing. Wiley wants to charge me almost $1400 for using "my" photo as cover image for journal issue to help "promote my research". No thanks! Anyone else familiar with this nonsense? Am I missing something?

As per your cost query, should any author's image be chosen, we currently ask that authors help with the cost of production and promotion - this is $1936 USD. However, please do not let this deter you from submitting, as we understand the financial strain of some of our authors who are not supported by their institutions and do not best to accommodate them with discounts on a case by case basis.

The advantages of this opportunity are manifold: the cover will receive its own DOI in Wiley Online Library with a caption that will link directly to your article abstract which will increase your exposure and generate more web traffic to your article. Your cover will also be archived in the journal's cover gallery for future viewing and reference. Lastly, once the cover is published in Wiley Online Library you will be allowed to download the pre-press quality PDF for your own personal reference and use.
Elaine L Westbrook
@UNC_Librarian Follows you
University Librarian, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, bibliophile, jazz lover, OA proponent, gardener, bowler, hole in one golfer, Steeler Nation
Chapel Hill, NC
Joined February 2006
Born on September 30
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UNC Library @UNCLibrary
Follow
Roger C. Schonfeld @r... Follow
Nicholas Graham @nnqr... Follow
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124K Tweets
Adrian Martinez
Minnesota
76.8K Tweets
This week's guest cartoonist: Wayno

Okay, people, let's get started on our orientation. I have 666 PowerPoint slides to cover.

Welcome to Hell
presented by Satan
That’s it.
Afterword

This is a list of accounts that I follow on Twitter for news and comment on repositories, copyright, and scholarly communications. It was presented with oral commentary to the meeting of the Digital Commons Heartland Users Group at Fort Hays State University, at Hays, Kansas, October 15, 2018. I apologize for any infringement, though I would plead “transformative” re-use. I will remove anyone’s slide who asks.

The purpose of the presentation was to share access to a social media community and to encourage the 20 or so attendees to engage in it. I wish to thank all these accounts for tweeting and sharing their opinions and insights.